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Abstract

This paper takes as its subject the contributions of selected types of non-State actors to the development and implementation of international human rights law. It takes as its starting-point the classical typology of the entities which have formal law-making and law-interpreting powers under international law (namely States and to a lesser extent international organisations), as recently clearly depicted in the work of the International Law Commission on identification of customary international law and subsequent practice in relation to the interpretation of treaties. It then proceeds beyond this world into the everyday world of human rights law and practice, where the presence and impact of non-State actors has been extensive and in some cases profound. The paper also explores some of the intersections between the actions of non-State actors and the formal law-making process, referring to instances in which these have stimulated acts of formal legal significance. To explore these issues the paper examines three examples: (a) academic/NGO contributions of normative instruments or interpretations of them in the form of formal statements or compilations; (b) the interpretive output of the UN human rights treaty bodies (focusing on the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women), and (c) international peoples’ tribunals.
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Introduction

It is a great honour to be invited to deliver the second in the series of The Honorable Shigeru Oda Commemorative lectures and I would like to thank the Japanese Society of International Law and its current President, Professor Iwasawa, for the privilege and the opportunity to address you today.

I have never had the pleasure of meeting Judge Oda, who is one of the towering figures of Japanese international law and who was a presence of considerable significance on the International Court of Justice for a period of almost three decades. My first acquaintance with the name and work of this eminent jurist came when I was a law student being exposed for the first time to the field of public international law and the law of the sea. I was fortunate enough to have the opportunity to compete in the Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition while a law student at the Australian National University. A central component of the problem set for the competition that year was a dispute over the rules applicable to the delimitation of maritime zones between two fictional adjacent countries in a region which bore a striking resemblance to the Gulf of Guinea in West Africa.

Our enthusiastic research into the subject took us inevitably to the works of Shigeru Oda, whether individually authored works or collections of scholarly work and primary materials on the law of the sea which he had edited or compiled. At that time Judge Oda had been a member of the International Court of Justice for only a few years, so it was his scholarly work rather than his judicial contributions that we drew on. Since that time of course, up until 2003, Judge Oda was a prominent member of the ICJ, frequently writing separately or in dissent. It would be presumptuous of me to offer a general assessment of his corpus of judicial writings – others more informed and eminent than I have done this. But my earlier impressions of the incisiveness of Judge Oda’s analysis and the fidelity of his argumentation to his understanding of the proper role of the judge in international adjudication compared

---

with the role of States, have been confirmed by a number of his judgments dealing with human rights matters that I revisited as part of my research for this lecture.

Of the many tributes that have been offered to Judge Oda, that by Professor Michael Reisman is particularly striking:

“As a judge he is a study in independence. His resolution is legendary. At the ICJ, he has produced an unmatched number of dissents and separate opinions, some differing only slightly from the majority. In none of them was he joined by another member of the Court. Yet the dissents do not reveal a ‘wrecker’, a person who is at all ‘anti-institutional’, as some dissents, unfortunately, sometimes do. Indeed, in reading through the corpus of Judge Oda’s work, one is struck by the number of cases, especially in the latter part of his career, in which Judge Oda expresses serious doubts about the core issue of the majority conception of the law or the facts as narrated in the opinion and yet supports the majority. Judge Oda is also known for his distinctive ex cathedra style: the extraordinarily detailed and systematic exposition of every step in the logical process, as if the writer-craftsman were unwilling to allow himself to make a leap or to take anything for granted. It is a demand for the most explicit rationality and an extraordinary concern and respect for the political and legal commitments actually made and discoverable.”

Judge Oda is, of course, one of a large community of Japanese international lawyers who have made, and continue to make, major contributions to the discipline of international law in theory and practice, whether as leading scholars, as members of international courts and tribunals, and as members of international expert bodies such as the International Law Commission and the UN human rights treaty bodies, to name but a few areas.

One of the particularly gratifying developments over recent decades has been the collaboration between Japanese and Australasian international lawyers, in particular between the Japanese Society of International Law and the Australian and New Zealand Society of International Law, both on a bilateral basis but also multilaterally through undertakings such as the Four Societies Conference. Our two societies have been joined by the American Society of International Law and Canadian Council of International Law in this successful enterprise, now twenty years old, to support opportunities for early career scholars to develop their international networks.

Finally, it would be remiss of me to not mention the opportunities that Australian lawyers have had to learn from and work with our Japanese colleagues within the framework of bodies such as the International Law Association and the Asian Society of International Law. It was as a member of the ILA Human Rights Committee that I had the opportunity to work with Professor Iwasawa, currently a member and former chair of the UN Human Rights Committee established under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. I have also been fortunate to have the chance to work with Japanese members of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, most recently the current Chairperson of that committee, Ms Yoko Hayashi, as well as in the past with members of the Japanese

---

I. Law-makers, law interpreters and law consumers in international law

Let me now turn to the substantive topic of this lecture – which draws on some of that collaborative work -- and offer some reflections on the contribution of non-State actors to the development of international human rights law.

My topic poses the question ‘Whose International Law is it?’ with reference to international human rights law and in particular the role of non-State actors in that field. This question is my starting-point for exploring some familiar and perhaps less familiar perspectives on international human rights law. The question is not a rhetorical one, and admits of different answers that may simultaneously be accurate yet apparently inconsistent with each other. Your answer to the question ‘Whose International Law is it?’ may have implications for the determination of who are legitimate participants in the process of international law-making, the interpretation of international law, and its implementation. And what constitutes international ‘law’ and why and when it matters that something is ‘law’.

Recognising – or perhaps more accurately reminding -- ourselves that there may be different ways of answering this question forces us to engage with the complexity of the international legal system and how international human rights law develops and becomes relevant to the lives of people whose interests it purports to guarantee and preserve against arbitrary exercises of power and which promises a decent existence and more for all.

In engaging with these questions, this paper takes as its starting-point the classical typology of the entities which have formal law-making and law-interpreting powers under international law (namely States and to a lesser extent international organisations). It then proceeds beyond this world into the everyday world of human rights law and practice, where the presence and impact of non-State actors has been extensive and in some cases profound. The paper also explores some of the intersections between the actions of non-State actors and the formal law-making process, referring to instances in which these have stimulated acts of formal legal significance. To explore these issues the paper examines three examples: (a) academic/NGO contributions of normative instruments or interpretations of them in the form of formal statements or compilations; (b) the interpretive output of the UN human rights treaty bodies (focusing on the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women), and (c) international peoples’ tribunals.

1. The International Law Commission and the identification of customary international law

The impetus for my focus on this topic came from reading some of the recent output of the International Law Commission, in particular its work on the topics of the identification of customary international law and on subsequent agreements and subsequent practice in relation to the interpretation of treaties. In each case the world of international law that appears through the conceptual lens used by the Commission is a classical Westphalian one, populated by States who are the primary legitimate and most significant law-makers and law-

---

interpreters, though there is a nod to the status of and formal role played by international governmental organisations.

Other actors appear in the shadows as of limited conceptual or formal relevance to these fundamental activities of making and interpreting law – as law-takers rather than law-makers.\(^4\) With only a few, anomalous exceptions, the actions of these non-State and non-IGO bodies may be of sociological or political interest but are largely seen as having no firm place in the core law-making and law-interpreting activities of international law, other than through occasional fortuitous intersections with that process by stimulating a State response that is or may become a formal source of law. This is a very different world from that which human rights advocates inhabit and which many scholars study. That other world is populated by a diverse range of actors who initiate, lobby for and apply human rights norms, and who are often indispensable participants in the process of international law-making, interpretation and implementation but who have no or little formal status and role in those processes.

The Commission’s recent work on the identification of customary international law engages with issues that have been and continue to be fundamental to the conceptual underpinnings of the modern international legal system, though possibly of less practical importance in terms of international norms and regulation than they once were.\(^5\) The topic is one on which States unsurprisingly have strong views which involve a commitment to preserving much of their privileged position. Even so, the Commission’s approach seems conservative, with its insistence on a clear analytical separation of the State practice requirement (consuetudo) and the subjective requirement of opinio iuris, a distinction which has dogged both the theory and practice of demonstrating the existence of customary international law rules and the evidence required to establish each of these elements.

The Commission’s account understandably enough gives pride of place to the practice of States, and also accepts that international organisations have a role to play and have indeed played a role in contributing to the development of customary international law in different ways.\(^6\) Beyond that, there seems little formal role for other players.\(^7\) As the Commission’s Special Rapporteur on the theme, Sir Michael Wood, commented in his second report:


\(^7\) “Conclusion 4 (3)”, *id.*, p. 94 (2016) (“Conduct of other actors is not practice that contributes to the formation, or expression, of rules of customary international law, but may be relevant when assessing the practice [of States and international organizations]”).
States remain the primary subjects of international law and... it is primarily their practice that contributes to the formation, and expression, of rules of customary international law.8

While the Special Rapporteur and the Commission accepted that the acts of public international organizations may also contribute to the formation of customary international law under certain circumstances,9 they reject suggestions that the use of the term ‘practice’ rather than ‘State practice’ in Article 38(1)(b) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice allows the possibility that the practices of entities other than States and possibly intergovernmental organisations might contribute directly to the formation of customary international law.10

The better view, however, is that, while individuals and non-governmental organizations can indeed ‘play important roles in the promotion of international law and in its observance’ (for example, by encouraging State practice by bringing international law claims in national courts or by being relevant when assessing such practice), their actions are not ‘practice’ for purposes of the formation or evidencing of customary international law.11

The frequently cited, but by no means only, example of such influence is the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Despite its special status recognised in the Geneva Conventions and its influence on the attitude and practice of States and non-State actors in the field of international humanitarian law, the ICRC’s acts do not constitute State practice, though they may indirectly contribute to the body of State practice insofar as they generate responses from governments.12 The ICRC’s Customary International Humanitarian Law Study and the responses to it illustrate both the formal limitations of the ICRC’s role as well as its role in stimulating State practice by way of response to its cataloguing of customary international humanitarian law rules.13

---


9 “Conclusion 4 (2)”, ILC 2016 Report, supra note 6, p. 94 (“In certain cases, the practice of international organizations also contributes to the formation, or expression, of rules of customary international law”).


11 Wood Second Report, supra note 10, pp. 32-33, para. 45 (footnotes omitted).


2. The International Law Commission and subsequent practice as regards the interpretation of treaties

The position is very similar in the work of the ILC on subsequent agreements and subsequent practice in relation to the interpretation of treaties. The traditional position sees the States parties to a treaty as being the authoritative and ultimate arbiters of its meaning, unless they have chosen to delegate that function in some circumstances to a court of tribunal that is empowered to adopt binding interpretations of the treaty in particular cases. The situation is slightly complicated in the case of international organisations; it is now generally accepted that the competent organ of an international organisation may play a role in developing authoritative interpretations of its constituent instrument. But the classical view is as put by James Crawford in the context of a discussion of Article 31(3) of the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties:

[I]t is too often forgotten that the parties to a treaty, that is, the states which are bound by it at the relevant time, own the treaty. It is their treaty. It is not anyone else’s treaty. In the context of investment treaty arbitration there is a certain tendency to believe that investors own bilateral investment treaties, not the states parties to them. So, for example, when the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) provides for interpretation of its provisions by a Commission of the states parties, this is regarded as somehow an infringement on the inherent rights of the investors under the NAFTA. That is not what international law says. International law says that the parties to a treaty own the treaty and can interpret it. One might say within reason, but one might not question their application of reason as they see fit.14

But the world of treaties is not populated only by States parties, as the passage from Crawford indicates – treaties create rights and expectations, and sometimes obligations, for persons other than States or intergovernmental organisations. Treaties establish not only tribunals with binding adjudicatory power but also bodies with a range of other powers and functions in relation to the supervision and implementation of treaties. In the present context the United Nations human rights treaty bodies are prime examples of bodies which are formally established by States and which are tasked with the interpretation and application of their constituent treaties, albeit without the power formally to bind through their actions. And beyond the category of bodies formally established by States, there are many other actors which deploy treaties in their work, interpreting them and applying them in everyday contexts outside the realm of formal public international law adjudication. These might include public bodies outside of executive governments (such as national human rights institutions), hybrid bodies, private international dispute resolution regimes, as well as non-governmental organisations.


The legal significance and effect of such interpretive acts and their intersection with the formal theories of treaty interpretation is of both theoretical and practical interest, in particular because arguments have been put forward suggesting that the interpretive acts of at least some of these bodies (the formally established ones) may be of legal significance, and go beyond just having the potential to persuade in practice.

This issue has been explored by the ILC and its Special Rapporteur, Georg Nolte, as part of its examination of on the subject of treaties and subsequent practice. The focus has been on Article 31(3)(b) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which provides that in the interpretation of a treaty--

3. There shall be taken into account, together with the context:
   ...
   (b) any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation …

Some have suggested, perhaps a little optimistically, that the absence of a reference to ‘State’ practice in Article 31(3)(b) opens the door to the possibility that the practice of bodies other than States parties may be directly taken into account under this provision. However, the logic of the provision – which is directed to ascertain evidence of what the States parties have agreed on – militates against such a conclusion.\(^{15}\) As Nolte comments:

An important question relates to the actors who may perform relevant subsequent practice. Article 31 (3) (b) of the Vienna Convention does not explicitly require that it must be the practice of the parties to the treaty themselves, but the provision seems to imply this requirement. It is certainly the parties themselves, acting through their organs, who are competent to engage in interpretative treaty practice and to apply or to comment upon a treaty.\(^{16}\)

This position is reflected in the Commission’s *Draft Conclusions* on the issue:

**Conclusion 5**

**Attribution of subsequent practice**

1. Subsequent practice under articles 31 and 32 may consist of any conduct in the application of a treaty which is attributable to a party to the treaty under international law.

2. Other conduct, including by non-State actors, does not constitute subsequent practice under articles 31 and 32. Such conduct may, however, be relevant when assessing the subsequent practice of parties to a treaty.\(^{17}\)

\(^{15}\) The requirement that the subsequent practice take place “in the application of the treaty” has also been relied on to support this conclusion. International Law Commission, “Commentary on Draft Conclusion 4”, *ILC 2016 Report*, supra note 6, p. 160, para. 18.


However, that is not the end of the matter; indeed, it is where the issue begins to get more interesting from the perspective of the human rights advocate or practitioner.18 Nolte notes that despite the fact that Article 31(3)(b) requires State practice, ‘it is also not excluded that private (natural and legal) persons “apply” a treaty in certain cases. Such non-State practice, however, needs to be attributable to a particular State party in [45] order to be relevant for the purpose of establishing an authentic element of interpretation.’19 Further, while it is noted that the practice of non-State actors ‘should not … be confounded with the practice by the parties to the treaties themselves’, the practice of States parties ‘can be reflected in, or be initiated by the pronouncements or conduct of other actors, such as international organizations or non-State actors.’20

In this context there is a wide variety of actors whose actions might stimulate acts by States parties which could be viewed as subsequent State practice. These include non-governmental organisations, international organisations and, of particular relevance to my discussion, human rights treaty bodies. As the Commission notes, this ‘other conduct’ that can generate relevant State practice could include ‘a pronouncement by a treaty monitoring body or a dispute settlement body in relation to the interpretation of the treaty concerned’.21

3. The formal position and the world of international human rights practice

The picture of the world of international law-making and application that emerges from the ILC reports and discussions is thus very traditional – and perhaps unsurprisingly appears to reflect the positions of many States in that regard. The Commission’s account is a boundary-patrolling exercise, reaffirming a classical conception of who makes international law and how it is made and preserving, in formal terms at least, the near monopoly of States on international law making and their predominant role in its interpretation. And it may well be that there is not a great deal of room for the Commission to adopt a radically different approach, given the constraints within which it works.

The issue of the distance between formal accounts of the making, interpretation and application of international law general (and international human rights in particular) and the complex reality of lawmaking and interpretation as it actually happens -- with the critical involvement of many different types of participants other than States or intergovernmental organisations -- is no new topic for international law and international relations scholars.22 Nonetheless, the past decade or so has seen a surge of interest in and writing about the issue by international lawyers, possibly reflecting the ever-increasing numbers of non-State actors

---

18 Of course, the actions of a non-State actor that can be attributed to a State may constitute relevant State practice. International Law Commission, “Commentary on Draft Conclusion 5”, ILC 2016 Report, supra note 6, p. 170, para. 11.
20 Id., p. 51, para. 135.
participating in different processes and fora of international or transnational regulation including traditional diplomatic processes but going far beyond that.23

Globalisation and the relative ease of organising across national boundaries, even compared to thirty years ago, and the rapid expansion of a worldwide academic and NGO community that has a high level of international human rights literacy, has led to increased demands for the adoption of new standards addressing new problems (or the more effective implementation of old ones) and a greater role in the elaboration and implementation of human rights norms.24 The increase in the number of international adjudicatory tribunals or quasi-judicial bodies and the related expansion of access by non-State actors to international complaint procedures has meant many more opportunities for civil society groups to have input into the processes of interpretation and application of human rights law than was once the case.

In many cases these bodies, whether judicial, quasi-judicial or non-judicial, have been energetic in seeking to develop international human rights law through their activities. Within the UN system alone the last three decades have seen an extraordinary volume of interpretive material produced by expert bodies. In the case of the UN human rights treaty bodies, this has taken the form of General comments and General recommendations, case law, reports on inquiries, concluding observations on State reports, and other formal statements.25 Notwithstanding the formal position that such interpretations are not binding interpretations of treaty obligations, in many cases, by default but also as a result of positive endorsement, they have become interpretations of human rights obligations accepted in practice, and are widely used by advocates, scholars, courts and governments. Whether due to inevitable mission creep or the aspirations of the individuals who are appointed or elected to bodies such as the UN human rights treaty bodies or special procedures mandates, the ever-expanding body of interpretive material is a fundamental feature of the way in which human


24 For a recent example, see Philip Lynch and Ben Schokman, “Taking Human Rights from the Grassroots to Geneva … and Back : Strengthening the Relationship between UN Treaty Bodies and NGOs” in M. Cherif Bassiouni and William A. Schabas eds., New Challenges for the UN Human Rights Machinery – What Future for the UN Treaty Body System and the Human Rights Council Procedures? (2011), p.173, at p. 190 (“it is desirable and appropriate that NGOs be more closely engaged in the development of General Comments…. NGOS should be consulted and [provide] input on both the provisions or issues which should be elaborated in General Comments, and the development of the content of the General Comments themselves”).

rights law is ‘done’ in practice, though one might question whether we have reached the stage whether there is now an unworkable amount of such material that has been produced.

Another dimension of international human rights law – as indeed of international law generally – that the above reflects is the significant addition to the repertoire of international regulation of processes and forms of standard-setting that have moved away from the formal classical diplomatic methods of international regulation by formal treaty. ‘Informal international law making’, as it has been termed by one influential body of scholars involves forms of international or transnational regulatory activity that diverge from traditional international law making methods and outputs.26 It involves different actors (State officials but not necessarily foreign ministries); private actors; hybrid public-private bodies); different processes (informal networks, hybrid fora) and different outputs (greater use of formally non-binding but nonetheless prescriptive forms of regulatory instrument, for example guidelines, standards, MOUs).27

This trend is driven by various factors, including the desire on the part of States for means of regulation that allow for greater speed and flexibility in addressing issues, but it also comes with concerns about transparency and accountability.28 There is considerable evidence of activity of this sort in the field of human rights, though the use of informal methods is not always driven by States (for which the avoidance of formal obligation, rather a search for than more effective protection, may sometimes be the motivation for resort to informal standards and implementation). In many cases ‘informal law making’ may be utilized by non-State actors with the goal of setting in motion a parallel informal approach that may ultimately feed into formal processes or simply be an effective informal tool for advocacy and action on its own.29

Much has been written in response to the reality of the world of diverse and heterogeneous actors involved in practice in the making and implementation of international (human rights) law. Some of that writing has engaged with the issue of whether the fact of participation in law-making should be reflected by according enhanced legal status or legal personality to these participants, particularly as many of them might be viewed as having some legal status as a result of the procedural and substantive rights or obligations that international law affords or imposes on them. Such proposals have been met with both conceptual, real-political and other objections.

4. Non-State actors and my choice of subjects

Referring to the category of ‘non-State actors’ is, as Philip Alston has observed, rather like describing a rabbit, a mouse or a kangaroo as ‘not a cat’.30 While it tells you something about those other animals, it is of limited utility. The category of ‘non-State actors’ embraces a

26 See the works by Pauwelyn, Wessel, and Wouters cited supra note 5.
28 Ibid., pp. 22-31.
29 I use the term “informal” in a broader sense than Pauwley et al, who are primarily concerned with the exercise of public power, albeit that taking place in contexts which may also involve the participation of private actors in law-making and decision-making: id at 21.
wide range of actors, including everything from intergovernmental organisations established by States to transnational corporations, non-State armed groups, and nongovernmental organisations pursing advocacy goals.  

The three types of non-State actor and actions that I have selected to discuss in this paper are only part of the non-State actor universe. They are: (a) academic contributions of normative instruments or interpretations of them in the form of formal statements or compilations; (b) the UN human rights treaty bodies, and (c) international peoples’ tribunals. Each of these groups and their activities have different characteristics, though they share the feature that they are ‘not a State’, and have no formal law-making authority or power to adopt binding interpretations of international human rights law. Through each of these I want to explore two aspects – the intersection of the law-making aspirations and law-interpretive activities of these actors with the formal international legal system, and their contributions informally in the shadowland of the non-formal participant.

II. Academic-NGO contributions through the formulation of normative instruments and interpretive guidelines

International human rights lawyers will be familiar with a number of occasions on which self-appointed groups of academic experts, sometimes joining with non-governmental organisations and other experts and advocates, have drawn up a normative or interpretive document that seeks to provide clarification of the obligations of States under existing international human rights law.  

Such documents have been intended to influence the interpretation and application of human rights law at the international level, but are also intended to put into the hands of advocates a tool that they can use in their advocacy efforts before domestic courts and tribunals and in lobbying executive governments and national legislatures. The undertakings sometimes go beyond an exegesis of established law and their


avowed purpose in some cases is to stimulate the adoption of expansive interpretations of existing law and the development of new law. In some cases these documents have been formally brought to the attention of the UN political human rights bodies by a supportive government and sometimes even endorsed. Their frequent invocation by international and national bodies (including courts, national human rights institutions, and legislatures, among others) takes them beyond a ‘merely academic’ commentary or simply NGO advocacy.


---


Rights 2002,39 and the Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human Rights Law in relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity 2006.40 There are many other such contributions in the field of human rights law and international humanitarian law41 – the International Law Association has contributed in this way for decades across a range of areas of international law.42

The aspirations of those who engage in these exercises are well-captured by one of the principal drafters of the 2011 Maastricht Principles, Fons Coomans:

The purpose of the new set of Maastricht Principles is firstly to provide for a normative framework for extraterritorial human rights obligations in the area of economic, social and cultural rights. Secondly, to promote their application by UN Treaty bodies and judicial bodies, but also to promote awareness about the nature and scope of extraterritorial human rights obligations among governments and international organizations. The Principles may also serve as a tool for civil society organizations and NGOs to hold States accountable for their extraterritorial conduct which may affect economic, social and cultural rights of people in other countries. In short, the Principles are aimed at clearly defining the normative framework and filling in the accountability gap. This means that the normative framework laid down in the Principles is not new, but rather a restatement and explanation of existing human rights law. … The style of the Principles is based upon the Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts drafted by the International Law Commission. This means that the language used is dry and direct.43

The use of the Principles in advocacy is contemplated, indeed encouraged.44 Yet this is no soap-box advocacy: the legitimacy and authority of the document is sought to be grounded in an appeal to expertise: ‘among the participants who adopted and endorsed the Principles were

43 Fons Coomans, “Situating the Maastricht Principles,” supra note 38, p. 5.
44 “Human rights monitoring bodies, governments and NGOs should get familiar with the text and apply the Principles in practice as part of a human rights impact assessment, or as a normative framework for evaluating States” extraterritorial conduct.” Ibid., p. 21.
key human rights scholars and experts. This gives authority to the document.\textsuperscript{45} The expertise of the draft -- and in some cases an understanding of the experiences of the groups whose rights are sought to be better protected -- are the two main bases on which these documents are sought to be legitimated, along with representations that they embody existing international legal obligations binding on States.\textsuperscript{46}

These types of documents are sometimes compendious summaries or articulations of existing standards or, in some cases, interpretations that have progressive elements. It is also clear they have no formal status as such, even when circulated in UN political organs at the request of a member State. However, the issue of greater interest is what practical effect they have (and what legal effect that might indirectly produce if States react to them). The originators and supporters of these documents hope that their work will spread and assert that it has had meaningful impact and influence.\textsuperscript{47} Some of these documents have become well-known (most prominently in the academic and advocacy communities) and extensive use has been made of them. They have sometimes been endorsed by individual States or groups of States and by independent human rights mechanisms, deployed in advocacy and referred to by international and national courts, and included in official training materials,\textsuperscript{48} as well as entering the human rights discourse through the practice of bodies such as national human rights institutions, law reform commissions, and parliamentary bodies.

Some sense of the impact of these documents can be gained from a brief review of references to the earliest and latest of the documents referred to above, the Siracusa Principles and the Yogyakarta Principles. The Siracusa Principles have been referred to in argument by and the decisions of courts in many jurisdictions, for example, the United Kingdom,\textsuperscript{49} Australia,\textsuperscript{50} New Zealand,\textsuperscript{51} Fiji,\textsuperscript{52} Hong Kong,\textsuperscript{53} South Africa,\textsuperscript{54} and Ukraine,\textsuperscript{55} among others. They have

\textsuperscript{45} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{46} Thoreson, supra note 40, p. 327.
\textsuperscript{47} “These interpretive documents have had an impact on the work of Treaty Bodies, Special Rapporteurs, human rights NGOs and academic discourse.” Fons Coomans, “Situating the Maastricht Principles,” supra note 38, p. 5.
\textsuperscript{48} See, eg, United Nations, Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: A Handbook for National Institutions (United Nations, 2005) (Limburg and Maastricht Principles described as “authoritative statement”, ibid., p.7), and both documents referred to extensively along with other material from formally established bodies including the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
\textsuperscript{50} XYZ v. Victoria Police (General) [2010] VCAT 255, [432]-[435] (Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal).
\textsuperscript{52} Railumu v. Commander, Republic of Fiji Military Forces [2002] FJHC 1; HBM0081J.2002S (High Court of Fiji).
\textsuperscript{55} See, e.g. the reference among other formal sources of law in the Decision of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine in the Matter of the Constitutional Petition of Seventy People’s Deputies of Ukraine Regarding the Conformity to the Constitution of Ukraine (Constitutionality) of the Provisions of
been drawn on by international policy-making bodies,\textsuperscript{56} by national law reform bodies,\textsuperscript{57} parliamentary human rights bodies,\textsuperscript{58} national human rights institutions and non-governmental organisations. While some of the references have been inconsequential, others have been more substantial and the Siracusa Principles have in some instances been taken into account as useful guidance for interpreting international human rights instruments and national guarantees.

In the decade or so since their adoption, the Yogyakarta Principles have been an important focus of advocacy for those seeking to advance human rights issues related to sexual orientation and gender identity. These have been disseminated broadly,\textsuperscript{59} have been cited or relied on in court decisions,\textsuperscript{60} endorsed in UNHCR guidelines\textsuperscript{61} and have also been taken up by national human rights institutions,\textsuperscript{62} one prominent example of the last use being the work of the Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions in this area.\textsuperscript{63} Writing just

two years after their adoption, referring to many examples of changes in discourse and policy, Thoreson maintained:

Within a matter of two years, the Principles are widely cited by state and nonstate actors alike, despite the fact that they were formulated privately by a cadre of experts and not by any official or quasi-representative body. Still, they are not only rhetorically invoked as evidence of a normative shift in geopolitics but have been used concretely by elites to formulate policy for localities and nation-states.  

While one must be careful not to exaggerate the impact of these documents, it does appear that the aspirations of their authors that they influence advocacy and interpretation by both official bodies and non-State actors have been at least partly realised. A sceptic might ask whether they have done more than provide a convenient summary and aide-memoire of well-known binding standards, but their utility as a tool whatever their formal status is clear.

III. Human rights treaty bodies and the status and impact of their output

1. General

I turn now from the case of bodies that are institutionally independent of formal State systems (academics and NGOs) to bodies established within a State-based framework which are meant to be independent of States and which do not possess formal law-making power or the power to issue binding interpretations of treaty obligations. My specific example is the United Nations human rights treaty bodies, the ten bodies established by or pursuant to the principal human rights treaties of the United Nations.

These bodies perform a range of functions under their constituent treaties, including the review of States parties’ reports, consideration of individual complaints, the conduct of inquiries into serious or systemic violations of human rights and the (unutilised) possibility of considering inter-State complaints. The exact mix depends upon the particular treaty and the applicable optional protocols, and in each case depends on the consent of the State concerned to the particular procedure. Most of the committees also adopt General comments or General recommendations, which are detailed statements setting out the relevant committee’s understanding of the provisions of its treaty.

The legal status of the interpretations adopted by the human rights treaty bodies in their general comments, individual cases and concluding observations has been the subject of much attention by scholars, human rights advocates, governments and courts.  


interpretations and applications of the various treaties are widely viewed as, in general, well-informed, even ‘authoritative’ (in the sense of speaking with authority on the basis of expertise and experience). However, States parties are under no legal obligation to comply with such views, though they are probably subject to a legal obligation to give due consideration to these recommendations in good faith and also, arguably, to give reasoned responses when they reject them (at least in the case of recommendations directed to a particular State party). Much of the academic commentary, including that authored by some members and former members of such bodies, puts the status of some treaty body output slightly higher. But it is generally agreed that they are not in themselves legally binding, even if the interpretation of the treaty they propound is in fact a correct interpretation of the instrument as construed in accordance with the ordinary rules of treaty interpretation.

That of course does not address the practical impact of these treaty body outputs. The jurisprudence of the UN human rights treaty bodies, especially their general comments and recommendations, but also their decisions in individual cases, have become extremely important in practice. They are to be found in “the academic commentaries, the submissions of advocates in courts and of those seeking to change policy or laws, the analysis of human rights commissions and other public bodies and of civil society organisations, and the judgments of international and national courts.” Just as importantly, executive governments themselves have frequently accorded this output a certain level of authority and relevance. They invoke such output in their submissions to international bodies, and in their submissions in domestic contexts, often arguing the merits of a case within the framework elaborated by these non-binding interpretations. Thus, these interpretations “become part of the legal discourse and of the cognitive and rhetorical framework within which arguments about the human rights are conducted. Such pronouncements matter, deliberatively, politically and legally, even if they are not formally binding.”

But they can also matter legally and produce legal effects if they give rise to State practice that is relevant to the interpretation of the treaty under Article 31(3) (b) of the VLCT. I wish to explore this aspect of their potential impact in the context of the debate currently underway


69 Ibid.
about whether it is desirable for the United Nations to adopt a new human rights treaty focusing explicitly and systematically on gender-based violence against women.

2. The CEDAW Convention and violence against women – a “normative gap”?

At present there is no UN human rights treaty that explicitly and comprehensively addresses the topic of violence against women. The overarching Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW Convention) does not contain the phrase “violence against women”. However, since the early days of the Convention its monitoring body, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW Committee), has taken the view that gender-based violence against women constitutes a form of “discrimination against women” as defined in Article 1 of the Convention.\(^\text{70}\) States parties undertake to take steps to eliminate discrimination against women by both public and private actors; accordingly, they are bound to take such steps to eliminate public and private violence. The Committee has set out this understanding in its well-known *General recommendation 19* (1992),\(^\text{71}\) which has been an extremely influential statement. The Committee has also included the topic of violence in its reporting guidelines, has questioned States parties on their record in this area, and addresses the issue in its concluding observations on every State party report. Furthermore, many of the individual communications under the Optional Protocol to the CEDAW Convention have concerned complaints of gender-based violence and the Committee has found against the State party concerned in a number of them; the issue has also been addressed in a number of the Committee’s inquiries under the Optional Protocol and in other formal statements it has made.\(^\text{72}\)

It is this practice of the Committee that forms the backdrop to the discussion about whether a new specific convention should be adopted in order to address the widespread and persistent violence against women in many forms in all parts of the world. One of the central arguments advanced to support the call for a new convention is that, as a result of the lack of a specific reference to violence against women in the CEDAW Convention and other UN human rights treaties, there is a “normative gap” in international law, and that closing that gap would be a significant contribution to advancing the struggle to eliminate violence against women.

A leading proponent of a new convention has been the former Special Rapporteur on violence against women, Professor Rashida Manjoo of South Africa. In her June 2015 report to the UN Human Rights Council, she urged the development of a new UN binding instrument on violence against women, with its own dedicated monitoring body.\(^\text{73}\) Such a convention should


\(^{72}\) Meyersfeld, *supra* note 70, pp. 42-58.

\(^{73}\) *Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences, Rashida Manjoo*, UN Human Rights Council, 29th session, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/29/27, para. 64 (2015) [SRVAW 2015 report]. The current Special Rapporteur, Ms Dubravka Šimonović, has also raised the issue in her call for input from stakeholders, asking for submissions on, among other matters, whether they
be a treaty that articulates violence against women “as a human rights violation in and of itself”, and one that “comprehensively address[es] all forms of violence against women and clearly stat[es] the obligations of States to act with due diligence to eliminate violence against women”, such a convention should have “its own dedicated monitoring body.” Interest in a new UN convention has also been stimulated by developments at the regional level, most recently by the Council of Europe Convention on the subject.

An important plank of the argument advanced by Professor Manjoo and other advocates for new convention is the claim that there is a “normative gap” in international law. She notes that the term “violence against women” does not appear anywhere in the text of the CEDAW Convention and maintains that there thus is no explicit obligation on States parties to take steps to eliminate it. She recognizes that there have been many instruments and policy or programmatic documents adopted at the United Nations level in relation to violence against women (such as the UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women) and that these provide guidance to States parties on the measures they should adopt to address violence against women. She also acknowledges the work that the CEDAW Committee has done in elaborating General recommendations on the subject (in particular its General recommendation 19), in raising the matter in the reporting procedure with States parties, and in its decisions under the Optional Protocol to the Convention. However, she argues that these interpretations by the Committee are not in themselves legally binding and have not given rise to legally binding obligations:

The current norms and standards within the United Nations system emanate from soft law developments and are of persuasive value, but are not legally binding. The normative gap under international human rights law raises crucial questions about the State responsibility to act with due diligence and the responsibility of the State as the ultimate duty bearer to protect women and girls from violence, its causes and consequences.

There are many ‘soft law’ documents that address the issue, including the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, and general
comments and recommendations of treaty bodies. **However, although soft laws may be influential in developing norms, their non-binding nature effectively means that States cannot be held responsible for violations.**

Professor Manjoo also argues that ‘none of the soft law developments on violence against women has moved into the realm of customary international law as yet.’

There is much to be said for seriously considering whether the struggle to eliminate violence against women might be strengthened by a new UN treaty on the subject. A case based on the existence of a “normative gap” has rhetorical power and makes strategic sense, inasmuch as it seeks to pre-empt resistance by governments which might otherwise argue that binding norms on the subject exist in abundance and that what is really needed is more effective implementation.

However, the assertion of the existence of a ‘normative gap’ bears further examination. My argument is that the assertion of the existence of a “normative gap” is probably incorrect as a matter of international treaty law, and that pressing for a new treaty on the ground that there is such a gap is potentially counter-productive.

3. **Interpreting the CEDAW Convention – the relevance of CEDAW’s practice**

The question of whether there is a normative gap must be answered in the first instance by approaching the interpretation of the CEDAW Convention by applying the accepted principles of treaty interpretation. Under the CEDAW Convention, States parties assume wide-ranging obligations across all fields of social life. Those obligations are, broadly speaking, to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women in those areas and to ensure that women enjoy human rights and fundamental freedoms generally and in a number of specific areas, on the basis of equality with men. In addition, article 5 of the Convention requires States parties to take all appropriate measures to modify social and cultural patterns of behaviour in order to eliminate prejudices, customary and other practices which are based on the idea of the superiority of either sex or on stereotyped roles for men and women.

The Convention requires States parties to ensure that *State actions* do not involve discrimination and that public officials do not engage in discriminatory acts. Equally importantly, the Convention explicitly obliges States parties to take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination by *private persons* (“any person, organization or enterprise”, Article 2(e)), to modify existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination (Article 2(f)), and to ensure that there is effective legal protection of women against any act of discrimination. It thus has explicit application to both public and private actors.

---

81 I confine my discussion to the question of whether obligations exist under the CEDAW Convention. Similar obligations exist under other UN human rights treaties, in particular but not exclusive the ICCPR and the Convention against Torture. Professor Manjoo may have been too quick to dismiss the possibility that there is a customary international law norm relating to the prevention and punishment of violence against women. While the existence of a customary international law rule can be difficult to prove, this may be one case where there is an general obligation, even if there is not agreement as to every detail.
To cut a long analysis short, the critical issue is whether gender-based violence against women can be viewed as falling within the term “discrimination against women” as defined in the Convention (or whether its elimination is part of eliminating stereotyped notions about the sexes under article 5). It seems to me, as it has to many others (including States parties to the Convention), that this is so – in part because of the reasoning set out by CEDAW in its pronouncements on the issue, which reflect a broader understanding of the nature and origins of violence against women. In effect, the interpretation of the Convention set out by CEDAW in its General recommendations, particularly General recommendation 19, can be seen as an appropriate interpretation of the Convention reached by a conventional process of treaty interpretation.\(^\text{82}\)

Thus, the obligation of State organs and officials to refrain from violence against women and to take steps to investigate and punish and provide remedies for such violence clearly follows from the conclusion that such violence falls within Article 1. Equally, the obligation of the State in relation to private actors – the obligation of “due diligence” --- is set out in Article 2 of the Convention and operates across all the provisions of the Convention. This due diligence obligation applies to violence against women committed by private actors. Its detailed content has been articulated by CEDAW in a range of documents, in particular its General recommendations, and in its decision in cases under the Optional Protocol to the Convention (though that is not to say that some further elaboration would not be useful).

It is thus clear in the light of the ordinary process of treaty interpretation the claim that there are no binding treaty obligations in relation to violence against women under the CEDAW Convention is not persuasive. However, the practice of States parties to the Convention throws further light on this question and provides a useful illustration of the role that treaty bodies can play in generating State party practice relevant for the purposes of Article 31(3)(b) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

As already mentioned, the Committee has consistently taken the view that public and private violence against women is covered by the Convention and first articulated this position in a detailed analysis in 1992 in the General recommendation 19 (and has reiterated in subsequent General recommendations). We know that the Committee’s interpretations of the Convention in General recommendations or even in its Optional Protocol decisions in individual cases against States parties are not formally binding. However, as already noted, the responses of States parties to the pronouncements of a treaty body may constitute relevant State practice for the purposes of Article 31(3)(b).\(^\text{83}\) The practice must be of all of the States parties and it must establish the agreement of those parties\(^\text{84}\) or a ‘common understanding’ (including

\(\text{82}\) See Chinkin, \textit{supra} note 70, and Schläppi, Ulrich, and Wyttenbach, \textit{supra} note 70


\(\text{84}\) See, \textit{e.g.}, World Trade Organisation Appellate Body Report, \textit{Japan – Alcoholic Beverages II}, p. 13, DSR 1996:I, p. 97, at p. 106. Villiger comments that it requires active practice of some parties to the treaty. The active practice should be consistent rather than haphazard and it should have occurred with a certain frequency. However, the subsequent practice must establish the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation. Thus, it will have been acquiesced in by the other parties; and no other party will have raised an objection.
acquiescence). This criterion is not an easy hurdle to overcome. Thus the questions here are how have States parties to the Convention – of which there were 189 as of August 31, 2016 -- responded to the stance adopted by the Committee and what is the legal significance of their response for the interpretation of the treaty.

A definitive answer to this question would require a comprehensive examination of State responses to CEDAW’s pronouncements in their reports, their responses to lists of issues and concluding observations, and the positions they take in individual communications and inquiries and in response to the outcomes of those procedures, and statements made in other contexts about the Convention.

However, if one examines State party practice under the Convention from 2010 to 2015, there appears to be support across the body of States parties for CEDAW’s interpretation of the Convention as regards violence and in particular broad support for General recommendation 19. States have indicated their acceptance of the Convention’s coverage of violence generally and of General recommendation 19 in a number of ways, both explicit and tacit. For example, in the 109 State party reports submitted under the Convention between January 2010 and March 2015, there were explicit endorsements of General recommendation 19 by 29 States parties. There were also eleven general endorsements of CEDAW’s General recommendations. All States parties reported on violence against women in their periodic reports.


This summary is based on primary research carried out by Erin O’Connor Jardine, student associate of the Australian Human Rights Centre, Faculty of Law, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia. It was prepared for a workshop organised by IWRAW Asia Pacific in May 2015 to explore the issues arising from suggestions that a new convention on violence against women be adopted. The data is available at <http://www.ahrcentre.org/topics/violence-against-women-and-international-human-rights-law>.

See “Draft conclusion 9”, ILC Draft Conclusions 6-10, supra note 85 (based on the analysis in Nolte Second report, supra note 85):

Agreement of the parties regarding the interpretation of a treaty
1. An agreement under article 31, paragraph 3 (a) and (b), requires a common understanding regarding the interpretation of a treaty which the parties are aware of and accept. Though it shall be taken into account, such an agreement need not be legally binding.
2. The number of parties that must actively engage in subsequent practice in order to establish an agreement under article 31, paragraph 3 (b), may vary. Silence on the part of one or more parties can constitute acceptance of the subsequent practice when the circumstances call for some reaction.
Further acceptance by States parties, whether by conduct or explicit endorsement, can also be seen in a number of individual communications considered under the Optional Protocol to CEDAW. Of the forty cases concluded in the period under review, 24 cases involved complaints in relation to violence against women. In twenty of those cases States parties recognised or explicitly endorsed General recommendation 19, even in cases in which they argued that there had been no failure by them to carry out the relevant obligations. No State dissented from the general gist of General recommendation 19; the only aspect of substantive interpretive disagreement was over the applicability to refoulement decisions of the Convention’s obligations in relation to violence.\(^89\)

There appears to have been no objection to the substance of General recommendation 19 in any of the materials studied for the 2010-2015 period, whether in the reporting, communications or other procedures. (This probably reflects the longer-term position as well, pre-2010.) Accordingly, there is a strong argument that the subsequent practice of States parties shows that they have endorsed the interpretation of the Committee adopted in its General recommendation 19 and related practice.

This combination of explicit and implicit acceptance and endorsement of the interpretation offered by the CEDAW Committee, especially in General recommendation 19 but also as elaborated in later General recommendations and practice, can be characterised as practice under the treaty and can reasonably be viewed as practice of the parties establishing their agreement as to the meaning of the treaty in this respect, at least in broad terms. This is not a case in which States parties have remained silent in the face of expansive or contestable Committee interpretations.\(^90\)

This instance may be contrasted with a number of cases in which States parties (and sometimes non-States parties) have made clear their disagreement with the interpretation by a treaty body of its powers or of a particular provision of the treaty. The best-known of these cases involved the reaction by a number of States parties to the Human Rights Committee’s General comment on reservations to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.\(^91\) There have been other, more recent cases, involving objections by the United States

---


\(^{90}\) See Bruno Simma, “Miscellaneous Thoughts on Subsequent Agreements and Practice”, in Nolte, *supra* note 14, p. 46, at pp. 47-48:

… could we say that a lack of opposition by states parties to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights to a view of the Human Rights Committee considering the interpretation and application of the Covenant could lead to some sort of acquiescence vis-à-vis that view and, in that sense, would constitute state practice, consisting of not doing anything? Could a state be bound by just keeping quiet vis-à-vis more or less daring interpretations of the law by these treaty bodies?


in 2008 to aspects of the draft general comment formulated by the Human Rights Committee on the obligations of States parties to the First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR and to the content of General comment No 2 adopted by the Committee against Torture on the implementation of the general obligations in the Torture Convention. So far as I am aware, there has been no such exception taken to the approach of the CEDAW Committee set out in General recommendation 19 and followed in its practice since that time. Explicit endorsement and actions consistent with the acceptance of that interpretation in the reporting and communications procedures have been the rule.

In sum, there are clear binding obligations under the CEDAW Convention relating to violence against women, and it is hard to maintain that there is “normative gap”, though there might be some discussion over detail. That does not of itself determine the question of whether there should be a new convention on violence against women. – there may well be other good reasons for pushing ahead with such a proposal – achieving greater clarity and precision of obligations, developing new constituencies, and devising new implementation structures and processes, for example. Such a campaign should, though, take into account the current obligations under the Convention and work reinforce and supplement them, not undermine them. The positing of a “normative gap” in order to strengthen the case for a treaty is potentially counter-productive. That is because the arguments that have been put forward to support the claim that there is a “normative gap” give a misleading account of the current state of international law on the subject, have the potential to diminish or undermine the advances in international law made over the past 25 years, and distort the nature of the inquiry that we should be undertaking in deciding whether to support the development of a new convention and the form it might take. Fundamental to that analysis is a recognition of the legal effects that the actions of treaty bodies may have when they generate State practice under the relevant treaty.

IV. Peoples’ tribunals and international human rights law


This section draws in part on material in Andrew Byrnes and Gabrielle Simm, “International Peoples’ tribunals: their nature, practice and significance” in Andrew Byrnes and Gabrielle Simm eds., Peoples’ Tribunals and international law (unpublished manuscript, 2016). See also Gabrielle Simm
The final example of contributions by non-State actors to the development and implementation of international human rights law that I wish to discuss is the phenomenon of peoples’ tribunals. The organisation of peoples’ tribunals to which international law and international human rights standards are central normative frameworks has been a popular form of engagement by civil society organisations when redress within State-sponsored systems of human rights protection is not available, inadequate or non-functioning. While they come in many varieties, a peoples’ tribunal may be broadly described as:

a civil society initiative establishing a forum for a body of eminent persons and/or experts to consider allegations of violations of specific standards of international law (and possibly also other bodies of law such as national law, indigenous law, or “peoples’ law”) in the light of documentary and other forms of evidence presented to them in formal proceedings. The tribunal presents a reasoned set of findings based on its evaluation of that material. The process is thus a formal deliberative one, characterised by the public presentation of material, and the delivery of reasoned conclusions by the adjudicative or evaluating body, whose members are sometimes termed “judges”, at other times “jurors”. Peoples’ tribunals generally arise from a social movement or national or transnational advocacy campaign; they are generally instigated by the group whose rights have been affected or who are closely associated with such people. They respond to an absence of national or international fora available to provide acknowledgement of wrongs and reparation for them. That absence may be the result of a lack of relevant law, a wrong that does not fit neatly into established categories of law, or a case where those aggrieved are shut out of the existing system.

Modern peoples’ tribunals frequently trace their origins and justification to the model of the First Russell Tribunal held in the late 1960s to inquire into alleged US and allied violations of international law and international humanitarian law during the Vietnam war. Since that time there have been dozens, possibly hundreds, of such tribunals held. They have dealt with historical wrongs such as the Armenian genocide, the Japanese military’s system of wartime sexual slavery, and the suppression of the communist uprising in Indonesia in


1967. They have also regularly addressed more contemporary issues. Tribunals held in recent decades include an international people’s tribunal into alleged crimes against the Filipino people, a number of tribunals engaging with historical and current Israel-Palestine issues, issues relating to the 2003 Iraq war, on the Canadian mining industry in Latin America, international tribunals for nature, on water and environmental rights in Latin America, peoples’ tribunals on a minimum wage for garment workers in Asia, violations of labour rights, violations of women’s rights, the situation of human rights in Mexico and Central America, the role of transnational corporations and international organisations in the commission of human rights violations, the human rights impacts of the global trade

---


107 International Rights of Nature Tribunal, available at <therightsofnature.org/rights-of-nature-tribunal/>


109 National People’s Tribunals on Living Wage for Garment Workers in Asia, See Matthew Burnett-Stuart, “Transnational Advocacy Networks as Counter Hegemonic Actors: The Asia Floor Wage Alliance and the Living Wage People’s Tribunals”, available at <https://www.academia.edu/7276015/The_Asia_Floor_Wage_Alliance_and_the_Living_Wage_Peoples_Tribunals>.

110 Tribunal Internacional de Libertad Sindical (International Tribunal on Trade Union Freedoms), available at <http://www.tribunaldeliberitadsindical.blogspot.no/>.


regime and of international financial institutions, and an international people’s tribunal into the impact of fracking on the enjoyment of human rights and on the environment.\(^{114}\)

In many cases a tribunal will form part of a broader campaign – it may be a one-off or there may be a number of tribunals organised around a situation or theme. There are also a number of institutions which have been repeat players in this area, offering a institutional and consistent theoretical framework over a period of years while addressing different issues or situations over time. The most prominent institution in this regard is the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal (PPT) based in Rome.\(^{116}\) The PPT was established by the Italian leftist senator, Lelio Basso and has held over 40 hearings since it commenced its work in 1979.\(^{117}\) It represents in its founding documents and orientation the two strands of legal authority that have been drawn on at different times by international peoples’ tribunals – the positive law of nations, and the law of peoples, a body of law that claims its validity as grounded in the sovereignty of peoples that exists outside and independently of the Westphalian system. The latter is represented in particular by the Universal Declaration of the Rights of Peoples adopted in Algiers in 1976 by the International League for the Rights and Liberation of Peoples.\(^{118}\)

For the most part international peoples’ tribunals have devoted a great deal of attention to what might be seen as the conventional application of international legal standards to those States, international organisations or other entities that are the subject of their inquiries. Some tribunals place a major emphasis on the centrality of the law to their proceedings, while others place equal or greater emphasis on broader social, political or economic contexts. To this extent they can be seen as ‘law-takers’ or ‘law-consumers’, but in asserting the right of civil society to interpret international law and to establish informal proceedings in which they


seek to hold alleged perpetrators to account, there is an assertion of a role that goes beyond that of a largely passive recipient of legal norms.

Peoples’ tribunals have also attempted to adopt progressive interpretations of existing law. One example is the scope of the international crime of genocide, whose international criminal formulation in the Genocide Convention of 1948 and more recently in identical terms in the Statute of the International Criminal Court is more limited than many of those involved in its drafting and subsequent advocates would have liked. In particular the definition is limited insofar as it does not include intentional efforts to eliminate sections of the population defined by their political views or a broader notion of cultural genocide. The PPT has made efforts to promote a broad reading of the concept of genocide though claims of genocide have not always been upheld by PPT panels.

Some peoples’ tribunals see their role as involving more than just the application of existing law but also as extending to its critique and advocacy for change. They seek to develop international law in a progressive direction in areas they consider that it reflects oppressive political or economic power relations. The international law and its institutions that are seen as underpinning unequal power relations as part of the of neo-liberal international economic order have been regular targets of critique in peoples’ tribunals. This has included criticism and calls for reform of international law to address its limitations in relation to the role of transnational corporations in the violation of human rights. The international legal regime protecting intellectual property and its implementation through national legal systems has also been a subject of concern.

Of course, peoples’ tribunals are regularly attacked for their lack of a legitimate mandate – by which critics mean a State-based mandate. This is a criticism peoples’ tribunals necessarily accept, yet they assert that there other equally valid bases for legitimacy, especially where the State concerned or the international community has failed to carry out the task of ensuring justice for victims of human rights violations. Equally, peoples’ tribunals are criticised for their lack of power to issue verdicts that are legally binding in a formal sense and for their lack of impact in changing the behaviour of those whose actions they put on trial. Such criticisms have echoes in the literature relating to the UN human rights treat bodies and other international mechanisms.

---

121 Ibid. (referring to PPT hearings on the Brazilian Amazon (1990)).
122 In this context an understanding of the historical origins of present day international law has been important. See, e.g., the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal on The Conquest of America and International Law, Padua-Venice, 5–9 October 1992, verdict, para. 1.3.
123 Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement of the WTO.
While peoples’ tribunal verdicts and recommendations may have no formal status or enforcement powers, sometimes they do have an impact. As Kampmark comments, their potential to affect public opinion in some cases ‘can be gathered from the sheer hostility of critics who would rather dismiss them, but find significant threat in their potency in affecting public opinion.’\(^{125}\) But to focus only on that narrow notion of their role and importance is to neglect the other important roles that they can play, and in which they supplement or make up for the failures of formal institutions.

While the judgment and ‘verdicts’ of peoples’ tribunals are not binding legal pronouncements, the contributions made by peoples’ tribunals are of various types. They can act as a means of publicising information in order to support an advocacy campaign, or as a ‘corrective mechanism through which public intellectuals mobilize world public opinion against powerful countries shielded from sanctions under international law.’\(^{126}\) Formal findings of accountability may have a symbolic and political impact\(^ {127}\) and a catalysing effect on advocacy networks. They can also serve as important collections of primary and secondary material that may be useful for formal procedures of inquiry. Equally importantly, they can serve as a solemn recognition of the sufferings of victims and survivors, and also memorialise ‘historical’ wrongs.

As Gabrielle Simm and I have written elsewhere:

> Rather than simply being ignored or dismissed, international peoples’ tribunals may be understood not as a form of political activism and advocacy that lacks legitimacy from a legal perspective, but as institutions that engage seriously with international legal norms. The world of international law has expanded far beyond the society of nation-states and international organizations to include a range of other actors who contribute to and draw on international law. The study of these institutions provides a window into the significance of international law for civil society, raises questions about the source of legitimacy of international law norms and ‘ownership’ of them, and highlights some of the gaps in and failings of the present international legal system.\(^ {128}\)

**Conclusion**

In this discussion I started from the fundamental question ‘Whose international (human rights) law is it?’ and the related questions of who are the law-makers and who are the authoritative interpreters of human rights law. Anyone trained in the classical tenets of a Westphalian view of the international community, even updated to twenty-first century would, like the International Law Commission, have a ready answer to this question: international law is made by States, interpreted by States and implemented (or not) by States. Other actors play important informal roles in stimulating, interpreting and helping to implement human rights law, but unless there is a formal delegation of power by States, their acts do not in general have independent juridical authority.


\(^ {126}\) Klinghoffer and Klinghoffer, *supra* note 98, p. 5.


\(^ {128}\) Simm and Byrnes, *supra* note 95, p. 104.
Of course the real world is more complicated than this, as the ILC itself has recognised. The practical contribution of non-State actors to the development of formal international human rights law has been immense, even if these contributions have in most cases had to be mediated through their adoption by States in order to enter into the normative universe of modern international law. But we also need to continue to recognise the ways in which the interpretive and implementation activities of non-State actors can have important practical impacts on human rights practice and thinking.

The three examples I have explored show different dimensions of the contributions that non-State actors can make, how these can intersect with the formal law-making and interpretive processes, but also the importance of their independent impact outside formal structures while deploying international law. While States may still enjoy a dominant role in the development and interpretation of international human rights law, much international law-making, interpretation and implementation is the result of partnerships of different sorts, in which non-State actors are indispensable participants.

***